Paper Pieced – “Crazy Cushion”
Class Description and Supply List:

This “Crazy Cushion” is paper pieced with 3 different designs:


Star Jasmine



Pineapple



Flying Geese

I will show you how to do paper piecing using a light box. This technique makes it
so much easier to get the points perfect!
You will learn how to make the welting and the large hand quilting with pearl cotton
to make your cushion pop. (We will also go over stitching in the ditch which adds
more dimension to your cushion while making it more stable for all the long
stretches of sitting you will enjoy on your cushion!)
This cushion also has a zipper which makes it easier to wash if necessary  I will
show you how to set and stabilize your zipper and put a fun handle on so that
carrying your cushion is easier!

Supplies needed for the class:
Sewing Machine, zipper foot and ¼” foot
Light Box (I will have some available for sale @ $20)
Iron and Hard Ironing surface (I have some available for sale at $15)
Rotary Cutting equipment
Scissors
Pins
20” zipper
3 ¾ yards of cotton cording
22” of 1½ ” strap, 8”x21” of fabric to cover the strap
2 ½” Strips of fabric, light and dark (Jelly Rolls work great!)
22”xWOF - Lightweight fusible pellon (Used to stabilize the fabric for the zipper)
YLI monofilament thread (for topstitching in the ditch)
Regular thread (for piecing)
#8 embroidery thread (for hand quilting in large stitches)
Big Stitch needles
Tweezers

I will have 2 sizes available for purchase of the Crazy Cushion Kit:
@ $30.00 which will include:


Printed Paper Piecing Pages (16 pages)



16x16x3 firm foam cushion



3 ¾ yards Cotton cording



22”x1½” strap



22” zipper



Pattern

@ $27.00 a smaller cushion: 14x14x2” and everything else like the larger
cushion.

If you only need the pattern and printed paper piecing pages, that will be
available for $15

I will also have available:
Kaffe Jelly Rolls @$30
Neutral Fabric
Light tablet @$20
YLI Monofilament Thread @ $8
Sue Spargo #8 embroidery thread @$5
Big Stitch Needles @$6 for a package of 12 needles

